QUESTIONS/ANSWERS

1. Would it be possible to receive, as mentioned in the tender documents, a copy of the Intermath
syllabus and reference works?
 At this stage of the procedure (stage 1:selection of potential candidates), all available
documents are on our site : Marchés publics (eursc.eu) and the syllabus is open for public
access here : 2012-01-D-20-en-4.pdf (eursc.eu)
2. We understand that currently for existing P1-P5 students the Intermath syllabus is being
followed by Maths teachers. Do they use same textbooks and course materials across the
network of European Schools as well as in all the accredited schools?
 All primary teachers P1 – P5 from all European Schools and Accredited European Schools
use the Intermath Books (Star & Sun). It is obligation. Additionally, every teacher is entitled
to use national books and different educational aids to enrich the process of teaching and
learning maths in primary cycle
3. Are the officially prescribed textbooks and course materials available online? Are all these
content materials already digitized - can we access their soft copies, in computer file formats? A
related query : in what languages are these text books and course materials currently available?
 The Intermath Books (Star & Sun) are available in paper and in an electronic version for
teachers under condition that the school has bought those books. The Intermath Books have
been translated into 21 languages: BG, CS, DE, DA, EL, EN, ES, ET, FI, FR, HU, IT, LT, LV, NL,
PL, PT, RO, SK, SL, SV, so far.
Majority of the content of the Intermath Books was digitized as the subgroup of the
Intermath Commission prepared interactive pages for every class starting from P1 until P5.

4. During the past school year we expect that almost all schools, teachers and students have had
to hold some classes online. It would be valuable to listen to the experience of the teachers and
understand and learn from them in order to prepare an estimate. Our experience in designing
digital platforms for educational and training purposes has taught us that the actual teachers,
instructors and the potential users of the platform are the best guides.
 All questions about this tender can be posted on the e-mail : OSG-CALL-FOR-TENDERSINTERMATH-2021@eursc.eu , no contact with the teachers is allowed.

